IMMEDIATE IMPLANT PLACEMENT AND PROVISIONALIZATION WITH SOFT TISSUE MANAGEMENT - ANALOG AND DIGITAL APPROACH

with Ramón Gómez Meda
CONTENT

THEORY
The module will consist in 2 full days, so the attendants can understand and practice the new concepts.
The theoretical content is as important as the practice for the attendants to know why we choose one technique, and how to execute it properly.

PRACTICE
The course is mainly practical: around 50% of the time will be dedicated to hands on in models or pig jaw, and to live procedures on patients.

GOALS
The goal of the course is to share more of 15 years of experience using mucogingival techniques as a daily routine, not just in periodontal patients, but as a useful tool to achieve excellence in multidisciplinary rehabilitation, implantology and bone regeneration. We will review not only short term results, but cases dated more than 10 years, and observe the biological response of tissues in order to get conclusions, useful for our clinical practice.
We will also describe, step by step, the immediate implant technique after extraction with immediate temporary restoration, published by the author, and will discuss when is suitable the immediate or the delayed implant.

EDUCATIONAL POINTS
18,5

SPEAKER
Ramón Gómez Meda

CHF
950 CHF excl. 7.7% VAT
DAY 1
THEORETICAL CONTENT

Current situation of the Implantology: the more frequent aesthetic complications, and how to prevent and treat them. Mucogingival surgery techniques applied to Implantology: long term results. Reasoning Different approaches; palatal incision, roll-on, delayed implant, immediate implant, with and without temporary restoration. Socket preservation: when, how and why?

Socket preservation techniques Immediate implants in infected sites. Protocol Immediate implant vs. delayed: advantages and disadvantages. Technique selection criteria Alternatives to the immediate implant and short literature review.

DAY 2
THEORETICAL CONTENT

Morning
Immediate implant: different clinical situations Advantages and disadvantages Minimalist approach Surgical technique and drilling protocol Immediate temporary restoration

"The 3-steps technique" by Dr MEDA. Step by step protocol, including videos. Limitations to the technique

Keeping and creating the emergence profile: personalised healing cap Bone regeneration in post-extraction implants

Soft tissue graft in post-extraction implants Digital protocol: scanning and drilling of the temporary restoration

PRACTICAL CONTENT

Afternoon
Preparation of a temporary immediate restoration on implant on a model Gingival graft and tunnel technique in pig jaw

Use of biomaterials
TESTIMONIALS

“A course that provides useful and relevant information immediately at the clinic, covering a variety of topics thoroughly, taught by a teacher who besides teaching inspires you to improve both personal and professional. The best course I have ever attended in my life.”
Román Hormazábal (Buenos Aires-Argentina)

“Now that I have taken the course I can say without doubt that is one of the best clinical, a great teacher, but above all one of the greatest people I have known and have the honor of having been his student”
Arturo San Vicente (México)

“The stay was very satisfactory. We saw very interesting cases. I was struck by how well coordinated it was the whole team and the high level of resolution before any situation. We were also treated great, like we were at home very nice atmosphere. Very grateful to Ramon and his team for letting us live this experience and I hope to repeat again”
Víctor Álvarez Bodas (Spain)